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	Reply To: API
Thank you for the suggestion i was looking for this one. i will try this.
	Reply To: Is the free service still up and running?
It is really good. It is really a good to create the pdf.
	Reply To: Sample code not working
I have changed the url and its working.
	sendto-error
I have the same problem, and about the same circumstances.  I have used this script for a little over three years, almost four, and all of a sudden around mid December I started getting this error.
I still have not solved the problem.  Any help would be most appreciated.
	Invalid sendTo
hi,
I use PHP API for 3 years almost every day.
Today I get this error:
***
HTTP/1.1 200 OK Date: Tue, 15 Dec 2015 14:13:17 GMT Server: Apache/2.2.22 (Debian) X-Powered-By: PHP/5.4.41-0+deb7u1 Vary: Accept-Encoding Content-Length: 21 Connection: close Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8 Error: Invalid sendTo
***
Please, can you help me?
Thank you
	Reply To: api activeX
Hi, we don't have an ActiveX API for the PDF24 Creator.
	api activeX
hi,
I need the ActiveX API only to view documents. Where I can get it?
	Reply To: Import from scanner drop down selectors not working
Hi,
please try the latest version. This should fix that issue.
	Import from scanner drop down selectors not working
When using PDF24 Creator on Windows 7 64:
File -> Import -> from scanner or camera;
I select my Brother printer;
In the scanner setup dialogue box:
Whether I select Photo, Web or Text the drop-down selection boxes for Resolution, Scan Type or Document Size do not work.
They are enabled (not greyed out); When I click on the down arrow the drop down list appears briefly and immediately disappears.
There is no time to select an option.
I can cycle through the options using the arrow keys on my keyboard but am unable to select normally.
	Reply To: Email registration
Currently we don't have a mechanism to bypass this security step. Each mail address must be activated so that we know, that we can send documents to that mail address.

